Background
==========

Morphogen gradients form the basis of development in eukaryotes and particularly in embryos, where the spatial distribution of molecules such as maternal mRNAs can give rise to organism-wide properties, transferring information across several orders of magnitude in space \[[@B1]\]. Asymmetries have also been identified in bacterial cells, which exhibit sophisticated and highly dynamic spatial organization essential to many key processes such as chemotaxis, chromosome organization, DNA replication, and cell division \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. In the rod-shaped bacterium *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, the second messenger cyclic-di-GMP is asymmetrically distributed between the daughter cells, being about four times as abundant in the non-flagellated compared with the flagellated cell, where it may regulate pili biosynthesis to promote surface adhesion \[[@B4]\]. In *Shigella flexneri,* polar localization of the virulence protein IcsA is maintained through polar export and then uniform cleavage by the outer membrane protease IcsP, a scenario reminiscent of the localized synthesis and uniform decay that can generate morphogen gradients in eukaryotic embryos \[[@B5]-[@B7]\]. In *Escherichia coli*, chemotaxis is controlled by localized signaling proteins \[[@B8],[@B9]\]. Disruption of the localization of one of the components in this system gives rise to a gradient of the phosphorylated form of the response regulator CheY; this gradient leads to spatial cues that cause motors in different parts of the cell to rotate in different directions \[[@B9]\].

One paradigm for the establishment of intracellular asymmetries in bacteria that has emerged is asymmetric localization of components in a signaling pathway. The bacterium *Caulobacter crescentus* is a model system for studying asymmetric localization, with 10% of its genes encoding proteins that are non-uniformly localized \[[@B10]\]. Each cell division in *C. crescentus* is asymmetric, leading to two cell types: a motile swarmer cell in S phase and a sessile stalked cell in G1 phase. Cell fate in *C. crescentus* is controlled by the cytoplasmic master regulator CtrA, an essential transcription factor that, in its phosphorylated form, binds to and silences the origin of replication. In previous work, we demonstrated that the bifunctional, polarly localized kinase CckA gives rise to a gradient of the phosphorylated form of CtrA by acting as a CtrA-phosphate source and sink at the two poles and thereby establishing replicative asymmetry in the pre-divisional cell \[[@B11]\]. The CtrA-CckA system is one of many examples of localization in a two-component system, in which a histidine kinase (CckA in this case) is regulated by external stimuli, and generates a response by phosphorylating or dephosphorylating a cognate response regulator (CtrA) \[[@B12]-[@B14]\].

The establishment of intracellular phosphorylation gradients has been previously explored computationally and theoretically in the context of eukaryotic cells, with previous results illustrating that a membrane-bound kinase and a cytoplasmic phosphatase can give rise to a steady-state cytoplasmic gradient in a spherical cell, similar to the origins of many morphogen gradients \[[@B13],[@B14]\]. For a scenario in which the kinase and phosphatase are bound to two separate locations in the cell, gradients in the levels of the two phosphorylation states of the protein can be achieved while maintaining a uniform total protein level \[[@B13],[@B14]\]. When the diffusion constant differs between the phosphorylated and unphosphorylated species, for instance due to the binding of another protein in the phosphorylated state, a gradient in the total amount of protein can also occur \[[@B15]\].

A great deal of attention has also been devoted to how bacteria sense extracellular gradients through processes such as chemotaxis \[[@B16]\]. However, a comprehensive study of the formation and maintenance of *intracellular* spatial gradients in bacteria has not yet been undertaken, despite the physiological relevance of gradients in bacterial development. It has often been assumed that the short time scales associated with diffusion inside a micron-sized bacterium preclude the establishment of significant spatial gradients of cytoplasmic proteins. Given the typical size of a bacterium and cytoplasmic diffusion rates, is localized regulation of phosphorylation state an effective mechanism for the production of a gradient?

Here, we use mathematical modeling of reaction-diffusion systems to probe the biochemical requirements for gradient formation. We also investigate how gradients are affected by physical constraints imposed by other cellular processes such as growth and division. Our results encompass a general description of the spatiotemporal dynamics of a substrate subject to regulation by localized sources and sinks, proteolysis, fluctuating concentrations and growth. We find that localized sources and sinks can produce gradients that are robust to most perturbations. We also consider a number of different cell morphologies and localization phenotypes to mimic biologically relevant morphological changes. Our analysis demonstrates that most typical cell shapes and sizes can support gradient formation, suggesting that this may be a common mechanism for providing intracellular spatial cues.

Results
=======

Physical constraints on the establishment of spatial gradients in bacteria
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To elucidate the general kinetic and physical constraints on gradient formation, we first consider a simple model of a rod-shaped cell with a source and a sink localized at opposite ends. We use phosphorylation in bacterial two-component systems as a case study; the same analysis can be applied to a source and sink of any other chemical modification with little or no change. In a two-component system, there is a source or sink for the phosphorylated form of the response regulator, R ∼ P \[[@B12]-[@B14]\]. We consider a scenario in which a kinase (source) and phosphatase (sink) are localized at opposite poles and we analyze the diffusion of the response regulator along the long axis of a rod-shaped cell extending from *x* = 0 to *x* = *L*. We denote the spatial- and time-dependent densities of the two phosphorylation states of the response regulator as \[R\] (*x*,*t*) and \[R ∼ P\] (*x*,*t*), and assume that the diffusion constant *D* is independent of phosphorylation state. We assume that R is phosphorylated at the left boundary of the cell (*x* = 0) at a rate *σ*~*k*~, and R ∼ P is dephosphorylated at the right boundary (*x* = *L*) at a rate *σ*~*p*~. We first ignore synthesis and degradation, such that the total number of molecules is fixed at R~tot~. The reaction-diffusion equations describing the dynamics of \[R\] and \[R∼P\] are then

$$\begin{matrix}
{\mspace{-2160mu}\frac{\partial\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial t}} & = & {D\frac{\partial^{2}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial x^{2}} - l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack + r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R} \sim \text{P} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{matrix}$$

$$\begin{matrix}
{\mspace{-2160mu}\frac{\partial\left\lbrack R \sim P \right\rbrack}{\partial t}} & = & {D\frac{\partial^{2}\left\lbrack \text{R} \sim \text{P} \right\rbrack}{\partial x^{2}} + l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack - r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack,} \\
\end{matrix}$$

where *l*(*x*) = *δ*(*x*) and *r*(*x*) = *δ*(*x* − *L*) are delta functions that define the left and right poles, respectively. In later analyses, we will also employ functions *l*(*x*) and *r*(*x*) that are nonzero across a spatially extended region representing poles of size *r*~*p*~.

Between the two poles, where *l*(*x*) = *r*(*x*) = 0, Eqs. 1 and 2 both reduce to the diffusion equation without reactions and hence the steady-state solutions are linear and can be written as \[R\](*x*) = *Ax* + *B*and \[RcP\] (*x*) =*A*~*Px*~ + *B*~*P*~. Because there are reactions occurring at the two poles, acting as sources and sinks for R and R ∼ P, the slopes *A* and *A*~*P*~need not be zero. The no-flux (mass-conserving) boundary conditions at the two poles impose the constraints

$$\begin{matrix}
{D\left( \frac{\partial\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial x} \right|_{x = 0} = \sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack\left( 0 \right)} \\
{D\left( \frac{\partial\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial x} \right|_{x = L} = \sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack\left( L \right)} \\
{D\left( \frac{\partial\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}{\partial x} \right|_{x = 0} = - \sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack\left( 0 \right)} \\
{D\left( \frac{\partial\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}{\partial x} \right|_{x = L} = - \sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack\left( L \right),} \\
\end{matrix}$$

which are equivalent to *DA* = *σ*~*k*~*B*~*P*~ = *σ*~*p*~(*A*~*P*~*L* + *B*~*P*~) = − *DA*~*P*~, indicating that \[R\] and \[R∼P\] have opposite slopes and that their sum is a constant *B* + *B*~*P*~independent of *x*. This constant sum indicates that the overall protein distribution, as would be experimentally measured by tagging the response regulator with a fluorescent protein, would be uniform. This was indeed the case in the CtrA-CckA system, in which a uniform distribution of CtrA-YFP was observed experimentally despite the existence of gradients of the active, phosphorylated form CtrA∼P \[[@B11]\]. However, if the diffusion constant is not the same in the two phosphorylation states, then *A* will be different from −*A*~*P*~ by the ratio *D*~*P*~/*D* and the overall protein distribution will not be uniform.

Using the constraint on the total number of molecules

$$R_{\text{tot}} = \int_{0}^{L}\left( {\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack + \left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack} \right){dx} = \frac{L^{2}}{2}\left( A + A_{P} \right) + L\left( B + B_{P} \right),$$

the steady-state solutions can be written in terms of the diffusion time scale *τ*~*D*~=*L*^2^ / *D* and the source (sink) time scales *τ*~*k*~ = 1/*σ*~*k*~(*τ*~*p*~ = 1/*σ*~*p*~) as

$$\begin{matrix}
A & = & {\frac{R_{\text{tot}}}{D}\frac{1}{\tau_{k} + \tau_{p} + \tau_{D}} = - A_{P}} \\
\end{matrix}$$

$$\begin{matrix}
B & = & {\frac{R_{\text{tot}}}{L}\left( {1 - \frac{\tau_{p} + \tau_{D}}{\tau_{k} + \tau_{p} + \tau_{D}}} \right)} \\
\end{matrix}$$

$$\begin{matrix}
B_{P} & = & {\frac{R_{\text{tot}}}{L}\frac{\tau_{p} + \tau_{D}}{\tau_{k} + \tau_{p} + \tau_{D}}.} \\
\end{matrix}$$

These equations immediately indicate the strength of the gradient produced for a given *σ*~*k*~ and *σ*~*p*~: for a slow source and sink such that *τ*~*k*~ + *τ*~*p*~≫*τ*~*D*~, the normalized slope *D*~*τD*~*A*/R~tot~ is much less than 1, indicating a weak gradient. In contrast, as *τ*~*k*~ + *τ*~*p*~ crosses below the diffusive time scale *τ*~*D*~, the slope approaches a maximum value of *A* = R~tot~/*L*^2^ with \[R\](0) =\[R ∼ P\](*L*) = 0 and \[R\](*L*) =\[R∼P\](0) = R~tot~/*L*. Thus, both *τ*~*k*~ and *τ*~*p*~ must be less than *τ*~*D*~to produce a substantial gradient. For a 70 kDa protein diffusing in water, the Einstein relation (*D* = *k*~*B*~*T* /6*π μR*) provides an estimate of *D*∼2*μm*^2^ /s, similar to the measured diffusion constant of a maltose-binding protein in *E. coli*\[[@B17],[@B18]\]. For the simulations that follow, we assume *D* = 2*μm*^2^ /s and note that changing *D* will simply adjust the time scale *τ*~*D*~ to which all kinetic rates should be compared. For *D* = 2 *μm*^2^ /s, the time scale for diffusion between the poles of a 2 *μ*m-long bacterium is *τ*~*D*~ = 1 s, and so we require the source and sink rates to be faster than 1/*τ*~*D*~∼1/s in order that phosphorylation can outcompete the uniformity produced by diffusion.

To quantitatively compare the density produced by an asymmetrically localized source and sink to other potential gradient-generation mechanisms, we focus on the phosphorylated (assumed to be active) form and define a metric *η* that is the ratio of R∼P between two regions extending a distance *Δ*from the left and right poles (as we will show, the slope need not be constant for other scenarios involving, e.g. synthesis and degradation, and hence the slope is not always a well-defined scalar metric). The ratio *η*calculated using Eqs. 3 and 5 is

$$\eta = \frac{L - \Delta/2 + D/\sigma_{p}}{\Delta/2 + D/\sigma_{p}},$$

which has a maximum value of 15 for *Δ* = *L*/8, the approximate value for a rod-shaped bacterial cell such as *E. coli* or *C. crescentus,* and ~*σp*~→*∞*. Note that *η* is independent of *σ*~*k*~, which determines the total levels of R∼P but scales both poles equally and hence does not affect the ratio.

In the analyses that follow, we wish to account for the dimensions of the cell poles and hence we modify the polar functions to be *l*(*x*) = 1 for *x* \< *r*~*p*~ and 0 elsewhere, and *r*(*x*) = 1 for *x* \> *L* − *r*~*p*~and 0 elsewhere. In Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we numerically solve Eqs. 1 and 2 for various values of *σ*~*k*~ and *σ*~*p*~ in a cell of length *L* = 2 *μ*m and radius *r*~*p*~ = 0.25 *μ*m, mimicking the dimensions of a *C. crescentus* cell. The steady-state distribution of R ∼ P has the expected linear behavior between the two poles (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A), with a significant gradient only when *σ*~*k*~*σ*~*p*~≫ 1/*τ*~*D*~. The densities flatten out at the poles due to the source and sink activities not being point sources, nevertheless the polar \[R ∼ P\] ratio *η* remains virtually independent of *σ*~*k*~(Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, inset). Phosphotransfer rates in biological systems span several orders of magnitude and have been reported to be as high as 800/s, as in the phosphorylation of CheY by the polarly clustered kinase CheA \[[@B19]\]. Given such fast kinetics, spatial gradients are therefore a biologically relevant mechanism by which bacterial cells can produce intracellular asymmetries.

![**A phosphorylation gradient can be produced by fast asymmetric source and sink activities.A**) Schematic of localization of source and sink. **B**) Mathematical modeling of the spatial asymmetry in phosphorylated response regulator for different source and sink rates. A substantial gradient is obtained only when the phosphorylation rate ~*σk*~and dephosphorylation rate ~*σp*~are faster than the inverse of the time scale required for diffusion across the cell, 1/*τ*~*D*~ = 2*D*/*L*^2^. We model the cell in 1D with length *L* = 2 *μ*m and poles of extent *r*~*p*~ = 0.25 *μ*m. The diffusion constant is *D* = 2 *μ*m^2^/*s*. (Inset) The ratio of R∼P between the two poles *η*is virtually independent of the source rate *σ.*~*k*~](2046-1682-5-17-1){#F1}

Effects of localized synthesis and degradation on gradient formation
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that changes in activity of the source or sink can enhance or reduce the gradient, we next explored the extent to which synthesis and degradation can affect a gradient. Since dephosphorylation and degradation have similar effects on the R ∼ P density, we sought to address whether localized proteolysis could enhance the gradient by selectively removing protein. We assume that proteolysis of R and R ∼ P occurs at a rate *γ*(*x*) that may be spatially dependent but is independent of phosphorylation state. In order that proteolysis not completely deplete the entire pool of proteins, we assume that it is balanced by synthesis of unphosphorylated substrate at a rate *α*(*x*):

$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\frac{\partial\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial t} = D\frac{\partial^{2}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial x^{2}}} & {- l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack + r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack} \\
 & {- \gamma\left( x \right)\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack + \alpha\left( x \right)} \\
\end{array}$$

$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\frac{\partial\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}{\partial t} = D\frac{\partial^{2}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}{\partial x^{2}}} & {\quad + l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack - r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack} \\
 & {- \gamma\left( x \right)\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack.} \\
\end{array}$$

If synthesis is uniform (*α*independent of *x*), we can rescale Eqs. 7 and 8 to obtain equations for the normalized concentrations $\left\lbrack \overset{\sim}{R} \right\rbrack = \left\lbrack R \right\rbrack/\alpha$ and $\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack} = \left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack/\alpha$ that are independent of *α*:

$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\frac{\partial\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}}{\partial t} = D\frac{\partial^{2}\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}}{\partial x^{2}}} & {- l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack} + r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack}} \\
 & {- \gamma\left( x \right)\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack} + 1} \\
\end{array}$$

$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\frac{\partial\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack}}{\partial t} = D\frac{\partial^{2}\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack}}{\partial x^{2}}} & {\quad + l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack} - r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack}} \\
 & {- \gamma\left( x \right)\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack}.} \\
\end{array}$$

The steady-state solutions for $\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}$ and $\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack}$ represent functions such that the ratio *η* evaluated using $\overset{\sim}{\left\lbrack \text{R}\;\sim\;\text{P} \right\rbrack}$ will be identical to the ratio evaluated using \[R ∼ P\] for any synthesis rate *α*. This equivalence results because each response regulator molecule independently interacts with the source and sink, hence the steady-state densities reflect the probability of each molecule being found at a particular location in a given phosphorylation state and thus the ratio *η*is independent of the overall protein levels, which are dictated by the synthesis rate *α*. We note that we have ignored any potential saturation of the source and sink that would occur at high R~tot~; we will address this saturation below.

Although polarly localized proteolysis could selectively deplete \[R ∼ P\] at the pole with the higher concentration, we have previously shown that the same constraints determined for phosphorylation kinetics in Sec. 1.1 also apply to localized proteolysis \[[@B11]\]. That is, significant gradients arise only when the proteolysis rate *γ* is fast relative to 1/*τ*~*D*~; in that case, the total response regulator protein levels would show a gradient in addition to the gradient of R ∼ P (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, left inset). However, in *E. coli,* less than 10% of proteins were found to be degraded in less than one hour \[[@B20]\]. Moreover, the average protein synthesis rate is 10-20 amino acids/s \[[@B21]\], indicating that a protein of typical size ∼300 amino acids would require on the order of minutes for synthesis to complete. Therefore it is likely that both synthesis and degradation rates are much slower than diffusion \[[@B17]\]. Under these conditions, synthesis and degradation have little effect on the gradient even if mRNAs or the proteolytic complex are localized, since diffusion will distribute the response regulator proteins in the cell faster than synthesis or degradation occurs. Therefore diffusion in micron-sized organisms dominates over the slower processes of synthesis and degradation, making these processes unlikely to generate or disrupt dynamic intracellular gradients or asymmetries.

![**Localized degradation does not significantly affect to the R ∼ P gradient even at high proteolysis rates.A**) Schematic of the localization of source and sink. Synthesis occurs throughout the cell, whereas degradation occurs only at the phosphatase pole. **B**) Mathematical modeling of the effects of proteolysis on the distributions of R ∼ P for *α* = 1/*τ*~*D*~. (Left inset) The total amount of substrate is not uniform. (Right inset) The ratio of R ∼ P between the two poles is independent of the synthesis rate.](2046-1682-5-17-2){#F2}

Effects of enzyme saturation on gradient formation
--------------------------------------------------

If the levels of the substrate are considerably higher than the levels of the source and sink, the saturation of their activities could effectively decrease the rates of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation and thereby affect gradient establishment. To address the amount of saturation required to perturb a gradient, we modified the rates of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation to reflect Michaelis-Menten kinetics through the effective rates *σ*~*k*,*e*~,*σ*~*p*,*e*~:

$$\sigma_{p,e}\left\lbrack R \sim P \right\rbrack = \sigma_{p}\left\lbrack P_{0} \right\rbrack\frac{\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}{K_{m} + \left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}$$

$$\sigma_{k,e}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack = \sigma_{k}\left\lbrack K_{0} \right\rbrack\frac{\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{K_{m} + \left\lbrack R \right\rbrack},$$

where *σ*~*k*~(*σ*~*p*~) is the unsaturated enzymatic rate, \[K~0~\]\[P~0~\] is the polar kinase (phosphatase) concentration and *K*~*m*~is the substrate concentration at which the reaction rate is half of *σ*~*k*~\[K~0~\](*σ*~*p*~\[P~0~\]). We choose *K*~*m*~/\[R~tot~\] = 2 to consider a regime of high sensitivity to the substrate concentration at the pole.

Unlike *in vitro* experiments, where the substrate is assumed to be uniform in space, in our system \[R ∼ P\] varies as a function of position along cell length, as seen in a previous section. We are interested in the R ∼ P concentration only where it may interact with the saturable enzyme, namely at the phosphatase pole (~\[R ∼ P\]phos~); the following arguments are similarly applicable to considerations of \[R\] at the kinase pole. \[R ∼ P\]~phos~ levels vary strongly with *σ*~*p*~ and less so with *σ*~*k*~ (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B) so that we can approximate Eq. 9 as

$$\sigma_{p,e}\left( \sigma_{p},\left\lbrack P_{0} \right\rbrack \right) \simeq \frac{\sigma_{p}\left\lbrack P_{0} \right\rbrack}{K_{m} + \left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P}\left( \sigma_{p} \right) \right\rbrack_{phos}}.$$

![**Source and sink saturation does not significantly reduce the R ∼ P gradient except in very stringent saturation conditions.A**) Schematic of localization of source and sink. **B**) Mathematical modeling of the R ∼ P concentration near the phosphatase pole \[R ∼ P\]~phos~normalized to the total response regulator concentration \[R~tot~\] for varying *σ*~*p*~, and *σ*~*k*~ = 10 and 100/s. **C**) The effective phosphatase rate *σ*~*p*,*e*~is high enough to outcompete diffusion except when the number of enzymes is less than 10% than of the substrate.](2046-1682-5-17-3){#F3}

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C shows the effective rate for a cell with poles of extent *r*~*p*~ = *L*/8, for varying levels of phosphatase ~P0~ (normalized by the total number of response regulator proteins R~tot~) and *σ*~*p*~. At high P~0~ levels compared with R~tot~, the levels of R ∼ P~p*hos*~ are too low to saturate the enzyme, and *σ*~*p*,*e*~≃*σ*~*p*~\[P~0~\]. As long as the amount of enzyme is in excess of 10% of that of the substrate (P~0~/R~tot~ \> 0.1), a gradient can be established, since the effective phosphatase rate exceeds the diffusion rate.

Effect on delocalized activities on gradient formation
------------------------------------------------------

Thus far we have assumed that the substrate is phosphorylated and dephosphorylated only at the poles by its specific partner source and sink, respectively. However, *in vitro* phosphorylation measurements have shown that crosstalk with other sources can occur on long time scales \[[@B22]\]. To determine the extent to which crosstalk would affect the establishment of a gradient, we added spatially uniform phosphorylation and dephosphorylation activities to Eqs.1 and 2 with rates $\sigma_{k}^{0}$ and $\sigma_{p}^{0}$, respectively:

$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\frac{\partial\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial t} = D\frac{\partial^{2}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack}{\partial x^{2}}} & {- l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack + r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack - \sigma_{k}^{0}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack} \\
 & {+ \sigma_{p}^{0}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack} \\
\end{array}$$

$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\frac{\partial\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}{\partial t} = D\frac{\partial^{2}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack}{\partial x^{2}}} & {\quad + l\left( x \right)\sigma_{k}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack - r\left( x \right)\sigma_{p}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack} \\
 & {+ \sigma_{k}^{0}\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack - \sigma_{p}^{0}\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack.} \\
\end{array}$$

In the absence of polar activity (*σ*~*k*~=*σ*~*p*~=0), the nonspecific activities define the steady-state levels \[R\]~0~and \[R ∼ P\]~0~ such that $\left\lbrack R \right\rbrack_{0}/\left\lbrack \text{R}\; \sim \;\text{P} \right\rbrack_{0} = \sigma_{p}^{0}/\sigma_{k}^{0}$.

The addition of crosstalk to the polarly localized activities in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} with *σ*~*k*~ = *σ*~*p*~=100/s modified the shape of the steady-state concentration profiles, with a more concave or convex shape if the source or sink crosstalk was dominant, respectively (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, even at very high rates $\sigma_{k}^{0}$ and $\sigma_{p}^{0}$ comparable to *σ*~*k*~ and *σ*~*p*~, the localized sink and source ensured that a gradient is maintained. For extremely rapid uniform source activity, the \[R ∼ P\] profile was somewhat flattened, but the polar ratio *η* was reduced by only by a small factor (\<4, Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, inset). Moreover, uniform sink activity actually enhances the polar ratio due to the greater fractional reduction in \[R ∼ P\] near the sink pole (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, inset). Given the slow crosstalk time scales on the order of tens of minutes to an hour observed *in vitro*\[[@B22]\], it is likely that nonspecific activities has a negligible effect on the ability of localized source and sink activity to establish a gradient.

![**Background source and sink activities do not significantly perturb the R ∼ P gradient even for high rates.A**) Schematic of localization of source and sink activities; the green and red shading represent the background activity. **B**) Mathematical modeling of the effects of background source and sink activities on the distributions of \[R ∼ P\]. (Inset) The ratio of \[R ∼ P\] between the two poles is not significantly affected by background source and sink rates.](2046-1682-5-17-4){#F4}

Effect of cell length on gradient formation
-------------------------------------------

As a cell elongates, the boundary conditions on the reaction-diffusion equations in Eqs. 1,2 change. Given that the establishment of a gradient is dictated primarily by the relative comparison of the diffusive time scale between the two poles (*τ*~*D*~∼*L*^2^/2D) and the source/sink rates, we expect gradient establishment to be facilitated by the quadratic increase in *τ*~*D*~ as *L* increases. That is, as the cell doubles in length, the ratio of *σ*~*k*~or *σ*~*p*~ to 1/*τ*~*D*~will increase by a factor of 4, expanding the regime of rates that satisfy *σ*~*k*~,*σ*~*p*~ ≫ 1/*τ*~*D*~.

For sufficiently fast *σ*~*k*~,*σ*~*p*~(100/s), the polar ratio *η*is enhanced and scales approximately linearly with *L* (see Eq. 6) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, inset), even though the slope decreases as the cells elongates (∝1/*L*). This scaling of *η*is due to the decrease in the ratio between the size of the poles relative to the cell length, which creates a more pronounced depletion close to the sink and enhances the density near the source; the increase in *η* is primarily due to depletion at the swarmer pole. Nonetheless, the polar values are roughly the same at any cell length, due to the fast enzymatic rates. In contrast, for slow *σ*~*k*~,*σ*~*p*~(1/s), cell growth strongly increases the absolute difference in R ∼ P concentration between the poles. As seen in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B, the R ∼ P difference between the two poles increases dramatically from about 20% at L=2 *μ*m, to over a two-fold change at L=10 *μ*m.

![**Elongation enhances spatial asymmetryA**) Schematic of localization of source and sink. **B**) Mathematical modeling of the effects of varying cell length on the distribution of \[R ∼ P\] for *σ*~*k*~ = *σ*~*p*~ = 100/*τ*~*d*~. (Inset) The ratio of \[R ∼ P\] between the two poles increases linearly with increasing cell length. **C**) At enzymatic rates close to the diffusion rate (*σ*~*k*~=*σ*~*p*~=1/*τ*~*d*~), the difference in \[R ∼ P\] between the poles increases with cell length; the polar ratio also increases linearly with cell length however it is not affected as significantly as the difference between the poles (inset).](2046-1682-5-17-5){#F5}

Thus, in physiological conditions, once a gradient is established, cell elongation enhances asymmetry in R ∼ P. Moreover, for small *σ*~*k*~or *σ*~*p*~, there might not be a significant gradient until the cell grows past a length *L* such that the diffusion rate 1/*τ*~*D*~ can be overcome by the source and the sink.

Effect of cell geometry on gradient formation
---------------------------------------------

Thus far we have focused on one-dimensional diffusion to illustrate the factors that influence gradients in rod-shaped cells. However, the three-dimensional geometry of cells could potentially impact the consequences of an asymmetric source and sink localization pattern. In addition to rod-shaped species such as *E. coli*, bacteria can adopt a wide variety of morphologies, including crescents, spheres, disks, and branched cells \[[@B23]\]. To investigate how morphology affects gradient formation, we studied our reaction-diffusion model in three-dimensional (3D) geometries (see Methods) mimicking several typical shapes and shape transitions. In 3D, the diffusion time scale is determined by the longest relevant length scale separating the source and the sink. In the simplest case in which source and sink are oppositely localized at the poles of a rod of length *L*, the relevant time scale is approximately $\tau_{D} \sim L^{2}/2D$.

To keep our analysis consistent with the 1D modeling discussed above we maintained the diffusion constant *D* = 2 *μ*m^2^/s and distributed the kinase and phosphatase activities on the cell membrane at opposite poles, maintaing a constant active surface area across all 3D simulations. We also appropriately scaled the relevant enzymatic activities *σ*~*k*~ and *σ*~*p*~, such that the total number of active kinases and phosphatases remained consistent. This adaptation of the kinase and phosphatase rates to 3D allows for a direct comparison of all geometries and across dimensions.

### Gradient formation in a crescent-shaped cell

Several model organisms such as *C. crescentus* and *Vibrio cholerae* have the shape of a curved rod (or crescent) \[[@B23]\]. Moreover, rod-shaped *E. coli* cells confined in curved micro-chambers grow into curved rods with a curvature matching that of the chamber \[[@B24]\]. To investigate effects of the crescent-shaped geometry, we modeled a *C. crescentus* cell as curved cylinder with a radius of curvature *R*~*c*~and assumed that the sink and source were oppositely localized at the hemispherical poles (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). Even when the cellular radius of curvature was similar to the cell width (*R*~*c*~ = 1 *μ*m), we found that the curved geometry did not have a noticeable impact on gradient formation. Thus, the curvature of a crescent-shaped cell can be ignored when considering gradient formation mechanisms and gradient formation in a rod-shaped cell can be considered accurately in 1D.

![**Cell bending does not significantly affect the R ∼ P gradient even for small cellular radius of curvature.A**) Schematic of a bent cell with radius of curvature *R*~*c*~with oppositely localized kinase and phosphatase. **B**) 3D mathematical modeling of the distribution of \[R ∼ P\] in a bent cell with radius of curvature *R*~*c*~ = 1 *μ*m. **C**) \[R ∼ P\] line scan through the cell middle showing volume-weighted average density along cell length (along the dashed line in A) for different *R*~*c.*~](2046-1682-5-17-6){#F6}

### Gradient formation in round cells

Many important model bacteria, such as *Streptococcus pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aereus,* and the cyanobacterium *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803, are cocci (round). Furthermore, other typically non-round species such as *E. coli*, *Arthrobacter globiformis, Acinetobacter baumannii*, and *Rhodococcus equi* become round in specific conditions or in specific growth phases such as stationary phase \[[@B23]\]. To investigate whether gradients can arise in round cells, we modeled the effects of sinks and sources oppositely localized to the poles of spheres of different radii. Our simulations predicted that spherical cells can also support gradients (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B), although their spatial dependence was dependent on the cell radius (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C). In particular, the average density weighted by the volume of each finite element of R ∼ P along the line connecting the two poles flattened with increasing radius, while close to the source and sink the slope increased (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C). The reduced slope away from the poles is due to the increased volume into which the response regulator molecules can diffuse, decreasing the probability of binding to the kinase or the phosphatase poles and therefore change phosphorylation state.

![**Spherical cells can support gradients along the source/sink axis.A**) Schematic of a spherical cell of radius *r*~*s*~with oppositely localized kinase and phosphatase spread over a spherical cap. **B**) 3D mathematical modeling of the distribution of \[R ∼ P\] in a spherical cell with radius *r*~*s*~ = 0.4 *μ*m. **C**) \[R ∼ P\] line scan through the cell middle showing average volume-weighted density along the cell length (along the dashed line in **A**) for different radii *r*~*s*~. **D**) Schematic of 1D distributions of kinase and phosphatase activities that produce profiles mimicking those in (**C**) for *r*~*s*~\> 0.5 *μ*m, with background kinase and phosphatase activities localized from the middle of the cell to the phosphatase pole and kinase pole, respectively, and overlapping by *L*/20.](2046-1682-5-17-7){#F7}

Using the understanding generated by our 1D simulations, we noted that the flattening of the density near the equator was similar to the effect of background kinase and phosphatase activities in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Indeed, we were able to recapitulate density profiles mimicking the curves in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C in 1D simulations by introducing kinase and phosphatase activities ( $\sigma_{k}^{0},\sigma_{p}^{0} \sim 1 - 10/s$) localized from the middle of the cell to the phosphatase pole and kinase pole, respectively, and overlapping by a small amount near midcell (*L*/20) (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D). In particular phosphatase (kinase) activity at the kinase (phosphatase) pole caused the observed non-linear shape of the density profile.

### Gradient formation in disk-shaped cells

Rod-shaped bacteria such as *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* can penetrate channels whose width is as small as half the diameter of the cells, producing thin and wide disk-shaped cells \[[@B25]\]. To investigate gradient formation in disk-shaped cells, we studied our reaction-diffusion model in a 2D ellipse geometry in which we ignored diffusion along the shortest (perpendicular) dimension, with oppositely localized source and sink. We varied the equatorial radius *r*~1~ between 0.2 and 1.25 *μ*m while keeping the distance from the center to the poles *r*~2~ = 1*μ*m (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}A). The gradients of \[R ∼ P\] in disk-shaped cells were similar to those of spherical cells (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) for *r*~1~ \>=*r*~2~ and to the rod-shaped cells (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) for *r*~1~ \< *r*~2~ (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}C). These results show that cells can preserve asymmetries and gradients even when deformed to have a high aspect ratio.

![**Disk-shaped cells can support gradients along the source/sink axis.A**) Schematic of a disk-shaped cell with distance *r*~2~ = 1 *μ*m from the center to the poles and equatorial radius *r*~1~ between 0.2 and 1.25 *μ*m, with oppositely localized kinase and phosphatase. **B**) 2D Mathematical modeling of the distribution of \[R ∼ P\] in an ellipse geometry. **C**) \[R ∼ P\] line scan through the cell middle showing volume-weighted average density along cell length (along the dashed line in A) for varying ellipticity.](2046-1682-5-17-8){#F8}

### Gradient formation in branched cells

Several bacterial species grow as branched rods in the absence of particular nutrients or in response of environmental cues. In particular the bifid, or Y-shaped morphology, is common in species such as *Lactobacillus bifidus,* where wild type cells grow as branches, as well as in mutants of rod-shaped species such as *E. coli*\[[@B23]\]. To investigate the effect of a branch on a gradient, we considered a rod-shaped cell with oppositely localized sink and source and a protrusion at mid-cell of various lengths (*L*~*b*~). Similar to simulations involving a spherical cell with large radius (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C), a branch slightly decreased the steepness of the gradient near the branching location, but otherwise had little effect on the linear gradient produced in the rod-shaped cell compartment (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}B,C). Furthermore, the distribution of \[R ∼ P\] was fairly uniform along the branch.

![**Spatial asymmetry in \[R ∼ P\] is not sensitive to branching.A**) Schematic of a branched cell with oppositely localized kinase and phosphatase in the rod-shaped region of the cell. The branch occurs at midcell at a right angle to the rest of the cell, and has length *L*~*b*~. **B**) 3D mathematical modeling of the distribution of \[R ∼ P\] in a branched cell with *L*~*b*~ = 0.5 *μ*m. **C**) \[R ∼ P\] line scan through the cell middle showing volume-weighted average density along cell length (along the dashed line in A) for varying branch lengths. **D**) Schematic of 1D distribution of kinase and phosphatase activities that produce profiles mimicking those in (**C**) for *L*~*b*~ \> 0.5 *μ*m, with background kinase and phosphatase localized at the middle of the cell and overlapping by *L*/10.](2046-1682-5-17-9){#F9}

Similar to simulations in spherical cells (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D), we could recapitulate density profiles in the rod-shaped compartments in 1D simulations from Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}C by adding non-uniform kinase and phosphatase activities ( $\sigma_{k}^{0},\sigma_{p}^{0} \sim 10/s$) centered in a short interval near midcell, with the kinase activity shifted slightly toward phosphatase pole and phosphatase activity slightly toward kinase pole (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}D).

Therefore, even the growth of a branch comparable in length to the rest of the cell length does not significantly affect gradient formation.

### Gradient maintenance during cell division

During cell division, the septum provides a barrier to diffusion. For Gram-negative rod-shaped organisms such as *E. coli* or *C. crescentus*, the division machinery progressively constricts the midcell region to form partial hemispheres that eventually become the new poles of the daughter cells. As the amount of constriction increases, response regulator molecules are less likely to diffuse from one side of the cell to the other and hence are less likely to switch phosphorylation state. When cytokinesis completes, the source and the sink are completely separated and can no longer produce a gradient.

To investigate how the constricted morphologies during division affect gradients, we performed simulations in which we varied the fraction *f*~*a*~ of the cross-sectional area of the cell that is encompassed by the pore at the constriction site between two dividing cells (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}A,B); *f*~*a*~decreases from 1 to 0 during division. We found that the gradient was not noticeably altered until the constriction was significant (*f*~*a*~≲0.3) (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}C). As the amount of constriction was increased, the total amount of R ∼ P increased in the source compartment and decreased in the sink compartment, and the magnitude of the slope decreased throughout most of the cell (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}C); however, there was little change in the polar ratio *η* until *f*~*a*~ was very close to zero.

![**Spatial gradients are sensitive to cell constriction only when the septum provides a significant diffusion barrier.A**) Schematic of a dividing cell with oppositely localized kinase and phosphatase. *f*~*a*~is the ratio of the area of the pore at the constriction site to the cross-sectional area in the cylindrical portion of the cell. **B**) 3D mathematical modeling of the distribution of \[R ∼ P\] in a dividing cell with *f*~*A*~=0.3. **B**) \[R ∼ P\] line scan through the cell middle showing volume-weighted average density along cell length for varying constriction sizes. **D**) Schematic of 1D distribution of kinase and phosphatase activities that produce profiles mimicking those in (**C**) for *f*~*A*~ \< 0.1 *μ*m, with background kinase and phosphatase localized at the middle of the cell and overlapping by *L*/10.](2046-1682-5-17-10){#F10}

We noted that the R ∼ P distribution in Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}C for *f*~*A*~ \< 0.3 can be recapitulated in 1D simulations by adding a source and a sink adjacent to the left and right of the constriction site, respectively (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}D). Across the constriction site, the magnitude of the slope is large because the length scale between the midcell-localized source and sink is short compared to the cell length. When the source and the sink are completely compartmentalized, both daughter cells have a uniform distribution of R ∼ P; in the absence of other kinases and phosphatases all response regulator molecules will be phosphorylated in the source cell and dephosphorylated in the sink cell (blue line, Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus, cell division can also provide a switch-like cue, leading to one daughter cell being dominated by the phosphorylation effects of the source and the other by the dephosphorylation of the sink, providing a mechanism for asymmetric development in organisms such as *C. crescentus*.

Discussion
==========

Spatial asymmetry in bacterial cells is often cell-cycle regulated and highly dynamic, and a natural consequence is the production of spatial gradients. We have established that gradients produced by a localized source and sink will be robust and significant as long as the kinetics of the source and sink are on timescales faster than the typical time required to diffuse across the length of the cell (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, any localized two-component system with a phosphotransfer rate faster than ∼20/s can give rise to cellular asymmetries, which can influence the spatial regulation of downstream components of the regulatory network. These spatial effects should be considered carefully in *in vitro* assays, where the interactions between proteins may not be representative of spatial non-uniformities occurring *in vivo*. Furthermore, in *in vivo* studies, it is important to consider the effects of fluorescent protein fusion on gradient formation via changes to the diffusion constant of a response regulator; our studies provide a mathematical framework for inferring the consequences of such changes.

Just as gradient formation requires fast enzyme kinetics, in order for other biochemical processes to disrupt an existing gradient, their kinetics must be similarly fast. In our model, fluctuations in enzyme concentrations can be directly mapped to changes in the effective enzymatic rates. Therefore, as shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, fluctuations that increase or decrease the effective enzymatic rates will lead to a steeper or shallower gradient, respectively. For enzymatic rates higher than 100/s, the enzyme concentration would have to fluctuate significantly to perturb the gradient (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, inset). We have also demonstrated that physiological levels of synthesis, degradation and non-specific activities of other sources and sinks are all unlikely to affect existing spatial gradients, as the timescales of their actions are usually larger than tens of seconds and therefore their effects will be made uniform by diffusion (Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We have also shown that saturation of the source and/or sink will affect gradient formation only when the levels of enzyme are less than 10% of the substrate (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}); saturation is therefore unlikely to impact gradient formation under conditions in which the substrate and localized enzyme levels are comparable. Molecular crowding, which can result in subdiffusive behavior of cytoplasmic proteins, could also favor the establishment of gradients by increasing the time scale for movement between the poles \[[@B26]\].

Our modeling also applies to pathways besides two-component systems, such as the synthesis of the cytoplasmic second messenger cyclic-di-GMP by diguanylate cyclases and degradation by phosphodiesterases. While fast kinetics are required for gradient formation, localized kinases and phosphatases can also give rise to asymmetries after cytokinesis, solely by segregating localized components. For example, cyclic-di-GMP is asymmetrically distributed in *C. crescentus* and *Pseudomonas* immediately after cell division \[[@B4]\]. Christen et al. suggested that the dephosphorylation activity of the unipolarly localized enzyme PleC is ultimately responsible for lowering cyclic-di-GMP levels in one of the daughter cells by inactivating the diguanylate cyclase PleD, which synthesizes cyclic-di-GMP \[[@B4]\]. Notably, there is no apparent asymmetry in cyclic-di-GMP levels prior to the completion of division, thus our modeling results predict that in this scenario PleD must be deactivated at a rate not significantly larger than the inverse diffusive timescale, thus requiring cell division to give rise to the asymmetry.

While cyclic-di-GMP asymmetry appears to require cell division, other bacterial pathways rely on fast kinetics of localized kinases and phosphatases to establish spatial gradients prior to division. For example, DNA replication in *C. crescentus* is regulated by a gradient of the phosphorylated form of CtrA; this gradient is formed tens of minutes prior to cytokinesis and ensures that one daughter cell is in G1 phase and the other is in S phase immediately following septation \[[@B11]\]. Why would a cell need spatial gradients when division can inherently provide asymmetry through compartmentalization? One possibility is timing control: establishing asymmetry early in the developmental cycle can ensure that the cell is robust to fluctuations.

We have also demonstrated that a representative sample of bacterial cell shapes and sizes can support gradient formation through oppositely localized kinase and phosphatase activities (Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}) and that the variations in gradient profiles in these 3D shapes relative to a rod shape can be recapitulated in 1D simulations by varying the localization of the source and sink activities. Whereas we have found that gradients are enhanced during cell elongation due to the increase in the distance between the source and sink (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), we have also shown that increasing cellular volume in a direction orthogonal to the kinase-phosphatase axis causes flattening of the gradient (Figures [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Given that major shape changes are required to alter a gradient (Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}), we expect that local perturbations to cell shape such as fluctuations in rod-shaped cell width are highly unlikely to disrupt a cellular-scale gradient.

Conclusions
===========

Our analysis of gradient formation encompasses a wide range regulatory mechanisms and morphologies, demonstrating the conditions under which robust spatial gradients can be realized for providing intercellular spatial cues. Our results highlight the utility of mathematical modeling in future studies of intracellular organization in bacteria, and illustrate the complex spatial patterning that can be achieved even in the absence of membrane compartmentalization.

Methods
=======

Unless otherwise stated, the kinase and phosphatase *σ*rates in our simulations were set to ~*k*~ = *σ*~*p*~ = 100/s and the diffusion constant was *D* = 2*μ*m^2^/s. For all 1D and rod-shaped cell simulations, the cell length was *L* = 2*μ*m, unless otherwise stated. In 1D simulations each pole was assumed to occupy 0.25 *μ*m of the cell length. The reaction-diffusion equations were numerically integrated forward in time until a steady state was reached, using a time step *dt* = 0.0005 s and a spatial grid with *dx* = 0.05*μ*m.

The steady-state solutions in 3D geometries were determined using an in-house, custom-written Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) software package called TURING, developed for simulating reaction-diffusion equations in complex geometries. TURING includes a graphical interface for creating finite-element grids representing biologically relevant morphologies, and a symbolic library capable of interpreting intuitively defined reaction-diffusion equations and parameters to build a model for a simulation. TURING solves the system of reaction-diffusion equations on the specified grid with a fully implicit, numerical method. The source and sink elements reside on the cell membrane, occupying the same surface area *A*~*s*~ as a pole in the case of a rod-shaped cell with radius *r*~*p*~ = 0.25 *μ*m; *A*~*s*~ = 0.39 *μ*m^2^ for both kinase and phosphatase elements. The enzymatic rates *σ*~*k*~and *σ*~*p*~ were set to 100/s for the curved cylinder geometry. These rates were appropriately scaled for the other geometries, such that the number of active kinases and phosphatases remained consistent between simulations. This corresponded to holding the products *V*~*k*~*σ*~*k*~ and *V*~*p*~*σ*~*p*~ constant for all geometries, where *V*~*k*~and *V*~*p*~ are the total volumes of the kinase and phosphatase finite elements respectively.

Cells with azimuthal symmetry were solved ignoring azimuthal diffusion. Curved cylinder, spherical, and constricting cell geometries were represented by a grid with elements whose average side lengths were 75, 10, and 25 nm, respectively.
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